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Beyond transactions: How understanding user behaviour creates competitive advantage

Publishers of high-value, chargeable research face a string of significant challenges. Reduced customer 
budgets, new and alternative content types and increasing competition from lower cost producers all 
contribute to an increasingly difficult trading environment.



In this whitepaper, we explore how B2B publishers can respond to these challenges and ensure they 
remain relevant to their customers. 



We suggest five questions that publishers should be asking themselves to ensure they ready their business 
for customer demands.  



We look at the ‘three kings’ of research publishing: data, content and context; and examine how publishers 
should consider each of these from their customers’ viewpoint. 



In turn, this should help publishers build strong and long-lasting relationships with customers that will 
deliver reoccurring revenues and future value.
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Five questions publishers should ask…




1.	 Where is my content, how are my customers using it, 

     and why?



2.	 Are we really providing original opinion or insight?



3.	 What is the user experience (UX) of our customers?



4.	 How can our content be intermeshed with technology 

     and consumer workflows?



5.	 Can we unify our multiple content sources?
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Helping businesses make decisions



From multiple transactions to continuous customer engagement



Data: the challenge of new sources



Content: what stories are you telling customers?



Context: build services around customer workflows



Critical ways to create future value
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High-value B2B market research publishing can take different forms. It can involve managing trackers for 
research and development or even the creation and development of datasets, but the focus for this 
whitepaper is the publication of written reports and supporting content that helps businesses better 
understand specific industries or markets.



Sales



Subscriptions are an increasingly common way for publishers to drive revenues, yet traditionally the sector 
has been built on sales of single copies of reports, and this approach remains strong for many businesses in 
a thriving sector.



The price point for single copy sales usually ranges from $1,000 to $20,000 with subscriptions netting 
publishers anywhere between $20,000 to $100,000 per client annually dependent on the licencing terms. 



The market



In the first six months of 2019, an estimated 36,000 reports were published . This could be seen as a mark of 
sector buoyancy, but equally it can be seen as over-production causing saturation that devalues the end 
product.



We estimate there are around 600 publishers of note globally, with the UK and USA key locations for these 
businesses. India is also a strong, emerging environment. Across the globe, high-value business publishers 
break down into four main types (Figure 1.)



Figure 1: Types of high-value research publishers (with examples)

Helping businesses make decisions
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The high-value market research industry has been slow to embrace the opportunity presented by new 
technology and is only just waking up to the possibilities presented by digital publishing.



The potential presented by the digital economy has already encouraged many publishers to shift away from 
a traditional ‘transactional’ model based around single copy sales and instead adopt new technology to 
power subscriptions.



As we will outline, the reasons for making this change are significant. In fact, there is not really a choice as 
this is the direction in which the market is moving. For those businesses keen to prosper in the digital 
world, change is necessary.



For some, that prospect might seem daunting - of course, it does not need to be. While change is needed, 
this can be delivered incrementally for a smooth transition toward a modern publishing standard.



In this whitepaper, we examine three key pillars - we call them the ‘kings’ - that are driving change in today’s 
high-value publishing market. These are data, content and context (Figure 2).



We will look at each king and, in that context, suggest how publishers should ask questions about their own 
businesses and those of their customers to create competitive advantage for each. 



Figure 2: The ‘Three Kings’ of B2B publishing
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Data is the basis for all high-value market research. Whether it is the direct supply of market data, survey 
data, sales data, trends, forecasts, or analysis based on the facts; data underpins everything. The 
increasingly advanced digitalisation of work means that data is more interwoven into workflow. Figure 3 
illustrates this by showing how the supply of data from syndicated providers has changed over the last 15 
or so years.



Through our interactions in the market, we see many firms that still regard data and insights as separate 
entities; yet, when end-user customers are searching for information, they are not concerned if it comes 
from a data point or written analysis. They just want an answer. 



The question publishers should ask is: What data is relevant, and how is it useful to clients?



New data sources threaten exclusivity 



Unfortunately for research publishers, there are new sources of data that customers are using to 
enhance decision making. This means traditional suppliers of data are starting to lose exclusivity.



These new sources of data include:



     •   Crowd data - information gathered from social or internal media to provide instant access to what 

principal people are thinking



     •   Big data - organisations like Quid are taking free data sources to map trends and stories that are 

then used alongside syndicated content



Despite the emergence of these new data sources, we believe their use should not be viewed as a threat 
to the livelihood of high-value publishers. What is needed is a recognition of the opportunity presented 
here to supply proprietary data alongside other sources to tell a rounded and compelling story that can 
be relied on to make strategic decisions or foster debate.



Figure 3: Progression of syndicated report data supply


Data: the challenge of new sources
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     •   

     •   

     •   

Applying insights from internal data



Alongside commercial data, high-value publishers have a wealth of internal data that is often gathered but 
not used. Through our activities, we have concluded that publishers need to do more to apply internal 
customer and content usage data for the growth and development of their businesses.



Often data is siloed. If a publisher has product data and marketing data residing in different systems, 
answering even basic questions about customer behaviour becomes difficult.



     •   Where did the user start their journey – what brought them to this content?

     •   When did they last visit? Typically, when do they access or buy our content?



Bringing data together into a single point of view helps publishers ask these sorts of questions, better 
understand their customer journey and identify opportunities to improve engagement and increase 
revenue.



To maximise the opportunities from supplying data how should a publisher respond? We suggest the 
following strategies:



     •   Unify data and content into a single delivery platform to ensure customers stay on one publisher 

branded site.



     •   Serve data and written analysis side by side so a customer gets their answer in a single search.



     •   Link data to stories (and vice versa) to provide context and background – this helps create actionable 

insights for end-users.



     •   Consider how internal data can be used to compliment commercial data by helping to proactively

respond to the needs of the customer.



“Alongside commercial data, high-value publishers have a 
wealth of internal data that is often gathered but not used.”
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“Users want search results to deliver them directly to content that 
answers their questions.”

     •   

     •   
     •   

How should publishers respond?



The digital age has brought information overload. With so much material in existence, publishers need to 
do two things:



     •   Reinforce their expertise as their point of differentiation by promoting the knowledge and proficiency 

of their analysts


     •   Focus processes on the needs of the user, rather than on a taxonomy which can be seen as a legacy of 

how things were done in the past. Most publishers still categorise content in the way they see the 

world – product types, industries or geographies – but is that useful for the customer?



As a customer is using information for a specific task, a publisher needs to understand how they are using 
the material they produce and ensure it is being served to them in the way that is most appropriate. 



A question publisher should ask: What tasks are my customers doing with my content?


If data is a fundamental building block, then complementary media such as written analysis, imagery, video 
and audio are the elements that help flesh out the story.



Users don’t want to spend an eternity wading through line after line of text; they want snippets of information 
that help build a story, that can be easily reused elsewhere, and can be accessed quickly and directly. Yet, we 
still see many high-value publishers struggling with the notion that users now prefer to take content in 
‘bite-size’ chunks. Users want answers, not information. 



High-value market research is used to either complete a task or reach a decision, so why not calibrate it so 
this process is made simpler?



Search first, read second



In digital publishing, all interactions start with search. Users want search results to deliver them directly to 
content that answers their questions. Users then want to clip information and save relevant sections. They 
also want to add notes, share with colleagues, store clippings in a personal library or export to a slide deck for 
a presentation.



Critically, they want this process to take minutes, perhaps even seconds, rather than hours. They want 
task-oriented content and tools that help them get in and out of a platform quickly. The question publishers 
should ask: Do we know anything about our customer workflows? If the answer is ‘no’, then how do you know 
the preferred format for your information? How do you know if you’re maximising the value you offer them?

Content: what stories are you telling 
customers?
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New technology has led to the digitisation of delivery. If you read a newspaper on a mobile device on the 
commute to work, it’s likely to be via an app, it might even work offline. That content has been optimised 
to work best for the context. So, how does a publisher of B2B research apply the same logic to their own 
content?



Figure 4: From print to digital - 20 years of B2B content delivery

Context: build services around customer 
workflows
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commentary in the same feed and at the same time they are presented with fresh and pertinent 
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that facilitates quick and easy reuse through a direct feed into the presentation they are creating.
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In this scenario, the user is able to access the business intelligence they need - at the appropriate point in 
their workflow – as the provider has produced format agnostic content that’s easily integrated into a 
customer’s systems. This is task-based delivery - and mastering it could be the key to longstanding 
customer relationships of the future.



The publisher’s challenge: delivering high-value research suitable for the customer context



Of course, not all clients will want content delivered into a CRM system, yet each will have a specific context 
where there is an optimum moment and format for them to receive information. Figure 5 illustrates how 
content is delivered in various formats to a business audience and how the individual (as opposed to a 
business) is often a key customer.



The trick for a publisher is to really understand their customer’s processes, find the point at which their 
content can add the most value and then reorganise it to fit their tasks.



Technology is evolving quickly, and the research sector has been slow to catch up, so that means the 
opportunity to create a competitive advantage through delivering high-value research via a high-value 
service is now.



Figure 5: How high-value information is consumed today
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     •   

     •   

     •   

Content delivery and consumption challenges



In summary, we see a lot of challenges around the delivery and consumption of content that affect the 
three pillars of data, content and context. These are:



     •   There has been an exponential increase in information sources but no comparable increase in time to 

read


     •   Information has been devalued, but the value of opinion and data is holding-up

     •   There are new sources of data that provide an alternative to published market forecasts and sizing

     •   Customers search, on-demand, for information that will help them make a decision, rather than read 


around a subject

     •   Customers need to complete tasks and would like content to be accessible within their workflow 


tools

     •   Content and technology are becoming intertwined allowing a new type of interactive product



Adapt to thrive



For publishers to thrive they must adapt their content and data to align more closely with ‘real world’ 
customer usage. It is not just us saying this. In early 2019, professional services firm KPMG published a 
whitepaper  which said: “Shift the culture from information provision to problem-solving, introducing measures 
that link the solutions provided directly to clients’ business performance”.



Put simply, we believe that B2B publishers of high-value research should stop focusing on sales 
transactions as a benchmark of success to using engagement and subscription revenue as metrics.



Publishers should also move the product type from pure information provision to content that solves 
problems and is embedded into workflow.



We believe that publishers which embrace technology and go through this cultural shift will be more 
successful in the long term.

Critical ways to create future value



2. Hunting Growth: New ways to create value in B2B information and data services, KPMG (Jan ‘19)
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